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Altera Corporation
This user guide provides 
comprehensive 
information about the 
Altera® PCI testbench.

About this User Guide
Table 1 shows the user guide revision history.

f Go to the following sources for more information:

■ See “Features” on page 10 for a complete list of the core features, 
including new features in this release.

■ Refer to the PCI testbench readme file for late-breaking information 
that is not available in this user guide.

How to Find 
Information

■ The Adobe Acrobat Find feature allows you to search the contents of 
a PDF file. Click on the binoculars icon in the top toolbar to open the 
Find dialog box.

■ Bookmarks serve as an additional table of contents.
■ Thumbnail icons, which provide miniature previews of each page, 

provide a link to the pages.
■ Numerous links, shown in green text, allow you to jump to related 

information.

Table 1. User Guide Revision History

Date Description

September 2003 Updated throughout for the v2.4.0 release.

February 2003 Updated throughout for the v2.3.0 release.

September 2002 Updated throughout for v2.2.0 release.

August 2001 First version of user guide.
 iii
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How to Contact 
Altera

For the most up-to-date information about Altera products, go to the 
Altera world-wide web site at http://www.altera.com. 

For technical support on this product, go to 
http://www.altera.com/mysupport. For additional information about 
Altera products, consult the sources shown in Table 2.

Note:
(1) You can also contact your local Altera sales office or sales representative. 

Table 2. How to Contact Altera

Information Type USA & Canada All Other Locations

Technical support http://www.altera.com/mysupport/ http://www.altera.com/mysupport/

(800) 800-EPLD (3753)
(7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Pacific Time)

(408) 544-7000 (1)
(7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Pacific Time)

Product literature http://www.altera.com http://www.altera.com

Altera literature services lit_req@altera.com (1) lit_req@altera.com (1)

Non-technical customer 
service

(800) 767-3753 (408) 544-7000 
(7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Pacific Time)

FTP site ftp.altera.com ftp.altera.com
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PCI Testbench User Guide About this User Guide
Typographic 
Conventions

The PCI Testbench User Guide uses the typographic conventions shown in 
Table 3.

Table 3. Conventions

Visual Cue Meaning

Bold Type with Initial 
Capital Letters

Command names, dialog box titles, checkbox options, and dialog box options are 
shown in bold, initial capital letters. Example: Save As dialog box. 

bold type External timing parameters, directory names, project names, disk drive names, 
filenames, filename extensions, and software utility names are shown in bold type. 
Examples: fMAX, \qdesigns directory, d: drive, chiptrip.gdf file.

Italic Type with Initial 
Capital Letters

Document titles are shown in italic type with initial capital letters. Example: AN 75: 
High-Speed Board Design.

Italic type Internal timing parameters and variables are shown in italic type. Examples: tPIA, n + 1.
Variable names are enclosed in angle brackets (< >) and shown in italic type. Example: 
<file name>, <project name>.pof file. 

Initial Capital Letters Keyboard keys and menu names are shown with initial capital letters. Examples: 
Delete key, the Options menu. 

“Subheading Title” References to sections within a document and titles of on-line help topics are shown 
in quotation marks. Example: “Typographic Conventions.”

Courier type Signal and port names are shown in lowercase Courier type. Examples: data1, tdi, 
input. Active-low signals are denoted by suffix n, e.g., resetn.

Anything that must be typed exactly as it appears is shown in Courier type. For 
example: c:\qdesigns\tutorial\chiptrip.gdf. Also, sections of an actual 
file, such as a Report File, references to parts of files (e.g., the AHDL keyword 
SUBDESIGN), as well as logic function names (e.g., TRI) are shown in Courier. 

1., 2., 3., and a., b., c.,... Numbered steps are used in a list of items when the sequence of the items is 
important, such as the steps listed in a procedure. 

■ Bullets are used in a list of items when the sequence of the items is not important. 

v The checkmark indicates a procedure that consists of one step only.

1 The hand points to information that requires special attention. 

r The angled arrow indicates you should press the Enter key.

f The feet direct you to more information on a particular topic. 
Altera Corporation v
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Testbench

About this Testbench
General 
Description

The Altera® PCI testbench facilitates the design and verification of 
systems that implement any of the Altera PCI MegaCore® functions, 
including the pci_mt64, pci_mt32, pci_t64, pci_t32, and PCI32 
Nios™ functions. You can build a PCI behavioral simulation environment 
by using the components of the PCI testbench, an IP functional simulation 
model of any Altera PCI MegaCore function, and your VHDL or Verilog 
HDL application design. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of Altera PCI 
testbench.

f Refer to the PCI32 Nios Target MegaCore Function User Guide for 
information on how the testbench is used with the PCI32 Nios target 
MegaCore function.

Figure 1. Altera PCI Testbench Block Diagram
Shaded blocks are provided in the PCI testbench.
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Target
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Testbench Modules

IP Functional 
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PCI Testbench User Guide About this Testbench
This document describes the features and applications of the PCI 
testbench to help you successfully design and verify your application 
design.

Features ■ Easy to use simulation environment for any standard VHDL or 
Verilog HDL simulator

■ Open source VHDL and Verilog HDL files
■ Flexible PCI bus functional model to verify your application that uses 

any Altera PCI MegaCore function
■ Simulates all basic PCI transactions including memory reads/writes, 

I/O reads/writes, and configuration reads/writes
■ Simulates all abnormal PCI transaction terminations including target 

retry, target disconnect, target abort, and master abort
■ Simulates PCI bus parking
■ Includes a simple reference design that performs basic memory and 

I/O transactions
10 Altera Corporation
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Getting Started
Obtain & Install 
the PCI 
Testbench

The following sections describe how to obtain and install the PCI 
testbench.

Obtaining the PCI Testbench

The Altera PCI testbench is included with the PCI compiler. To use the 
testbench, you must download and install the latest version of the PCI 
compiler. Refer to the PCI Compiler Data Sheet for more information on 
obtaining and installing the PCI compiler.

Directory Structure

Figure 2 shows the directory structure of the Altera PCI testbench. This 
directory structure is created automatically when you install the PCI 
compiler. In Figure 2, <path> is the directory in which the PCI compiler is 
installed.

Figure 2. PCI Testbench Directory Structure

/vhdl
Contains files for the VHDL flow.

         /source
         Contains VHDL source files of the testbench modules and reference designs for Altera PCI MegaCore functions.

         /example_modelsim
         Contains the top-level file and modified testbench modules required to simulate the reference design for 
         Altera PCI MegaCore functions in Modelsim.

/verilog
Contains files for the Verilog HDL flow.

         /source
         Contains Verilog HDL source files of the testbench modules and reference designs for Altera PCI MegaCore functions.

         /example_modelsim
         Contains the top-level file and modified testbench modules required to simulate the reference design for 
         Altera PCI MegaCore functions in Modelsim.

         /example_ncverilog         
         Contains the top-level file and modified testbench modules required to simulate the reference design for 
         Altera PCI MegaCore functions in ncverilog.

         /example_vcs         
         Contains the top-level file and modified testbench modules required to simulate the reference design for 
         Altera PCI MegaCore functions in vcs.

/<path>/testbench
Altera Corporation  11
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Using the PCI 
Testbench

The Altera PCI testbench provides a fast and efficient way for developing 
and testing designs that use Altera PCI MegaCore functions. The 
testbench is a functional simulation environment that allows you to verify 
the PCI transactions used in your application with other PCI agents. To 
use the PCI testbench, you should have a basic understanding of PCI bus 
architecture and operations. 

f Refer to the PCI MegaCore Function User Guide for information on the 
operations of the PCI MegaCore function. Refer to the PCI Local Bus 
Specification for details on PCI bus architecture and operations.

You can use the testbench to perform pre- and post-synthesis simulation 
of your application.

■ Perform pre-synthesis simulation by instantiating the IP functional 
simulation model of an Altera PCI MegaCore function in the top-level 
file of the Altera PCI testbench. 

■ Perform post-synthesis simulation by instantiating a VHDL Output 
File (.vho) or Verilog Output File (.vo) generated by the Altera 
Quartus II software in the top-level file of the testbench. 

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of a typical verification environment 
using the PCI testbench.

Figure 3. Typical Verification Environment Using the PCI Testbench

Your
Application

Design

IP Functional 
Simulation Model
of an Altera PCI

MegaCore
Function

Altera Device

PCI Bus
Altera PCI Testbench

Testbench
Modules
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Pre-Synthesis Design Flow

Figure 4 shows the pre-synthesis design flow you should follow when 
working with the PCI testbench.

Figure 4. Pre-Synthesis Flow

The following steps give more detail on the flow shown in Figure 4. 

1. Use IP Toolbench to specify the PCI MegaCore function 
configuration space parameters and generate an IP functional 
simulation model of your custom PCI MegaCore function.

3. Add your PCI test commands to the user section
    of the master transactor model.

4. Modify the memory range of the target
    transactor model as needed for your application.

1. Use IP Toolbench to specify the PCI MegaCore 
    function configuration space parameters and
    generate an IP functional simulation model 
    of your custom PCI MegaCore function.

2. Specify the initialization parameters in the
    master transactor model.

5. Create the top-level file that instantiates the PCI
    testbench blocks, the IP functional simulation 
    model of your custom PCI MegaCore function, 
    and the rest of your design.

7. Simulate the PCI transactions with your design.

6. Compile the testbench files in your choice of
    simulator.
Altera Corporation 13
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1 IP Toolbench is a toolbar from which you can quickly and easily 
parameterize a core, generate all of the files necessary for 
integrating the parameterized core into your design, and view 
documentation. It also allows you to generate IP functional 
simulation models that you can use to verify your custom PCI 
MegaCore function in any Altera-supported third-party 
simulator.

f Refer to PCI MegaCore Function User Guide for more information on using 
IP Toolbench.

2. Set the initialization parameters, which are defined in the master 
transactor model source code. These parameters control the address 
space reserved by the target transactor model and other PCI agents 
on the PCI bus. 

Figure 5 shows the INITIALIZATION section of the master 
transactor source code in VHDL and Verilog HDL. See Figure 1 for a 
block diagram of the Master Transactor model instantiated in the 
Altera PCI Testbench.

Figure 5. Master Transactor Model Initialization Section

3. The master transactor defines the procedures (VHDL) or tasks 
(Verilog HDL) needed to initiate PCI transactions in your testbench. 
Add the commands that correspond to the transactions you want to 
implement in your tests to the master transactor model source code. 
At a minimum, you must add configuration commands to set the 

--********************************

-- INITIALIZATION

--*********************************

 -- System Reset

rstn <= '0';

idle_cycle(10);

rstn <= '1';

idle_cycle(3);

-- Configuration Space Parameters

command_reg := x"00000147";

bar0 := x"10000000";

bar1 := x"fffff3C0";

bar2 := x"55000000";

targ_tranx_bar0 := x"20000000";

targ_tranx_bar1 := x"fffff2C0";

//**********************************

// INITIALIZATION

//**********************************

// System  Reset

rstn <= 1'b0 ;

idle_cycle(10);

rstn <= 1'b1 ;

idle_cycle(3);

// Configuration Space  Parameters

command_reg <= 32'h00000147 ;

bar0 <= 32'h10000000 ;

bar1 <= 32'hfffff3C0 ;

bar2 <= 32'h55000000 ;

targ_tranx_bar0 <= 32'h20000000 ;

targ_tranx_bar1 <= 32'hfffff2C0 ;

VHDL (mstr_tranx.vhd) Verilog HDL (mstr_tranx.v)
14 Altera Corporation
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BAR for the target transactor model and write the configuration 
space of the PCI MegaCore function. Additionally, you can add 
commands to initiate memory or I/O transactions to the PCI 
MegaCore function. 

Figure 6 shows the USER COMMANDS section of the master transactor 
model source code in VHDL and Verilog HDL.

Figure 6. Master Transactor Model User Commands Section

f See Table 8, “Supported Master Transactor Commands,” on page 25 for 
more information about the user commands.

4. Modify the target transactor model memory range. The target 
transactor instantiates a 1-Kbyte memory array by default. On reset, 
this memory array is initialized by the trgt_tranx_mem_init.dat file. 
See “FILE IO” on page 32 for more information about this file.

VHDL (mstr_tranx.vhd) Verilog HDL (mstr_tranx.v)

--***********************

-- USER COMMANDS

--***********************

cfg_wr(x"10000004",command_reg,"0000");

cfg_wr(x"10000010",bar0,"0000");

cfg_wr(x"10000014",bar1,"0000");

cfg_wr(x"10000018",bar2,"0000");

cfg_wr(x"20000010",targ_tranx_bar0,"0000");

cfg_wr(x"20000014",targ_tranx_bar1,"0000");

cfg_rd(x"10000004");

.

.

mem_wr_64(x"10000000",x"0000000200000001",1);

.

.

.

mem_rd_64(x"10000000",1);

.

.

mem_wr_32(x"10000000",x"00000001",1);

.

.

//***********************

// USER COMMANDS

//***********************

cfg_wr(32'h10000004, command_reg, 4'b0000);

cfg_wr(32'h10000010, bar0, 4'b0000);

cfg_wr(32'h10000014, bar1, 4'b0000);

cfg_wr(32'h10000018, bar2, 4'b0000);

cfg_wr(32'h20000010, targ_tranx_bar0, 4'b0000);

cfg_wr(32'h20000014, targ_tranx_bar1, 4'b0000);

cfg_rd(32'h10000004);

.

.

mem_wr_64(32'h10000000, 64'h0000000200000001, 1);

.

.

.

mem_rd_64(32'h10000000,1);

.

.

mem_wr_32(32'h10000000,32'h00000001,1);

.

.

Altera Corporation 15
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You can modify the memory instantiated by the target transactor 
model by changing the address_lines value and the 
mem_hit_range value (to correspond to the value specified by 
address_lines). For example, if address_lines is 1024, the 
target transactor instantiates a 1-KByte memory array that 
corresponds to a memory hit range of 000-3FF Hex. See “Target 
Transactor” on page 32 for more information.

Figure 7 shows the address_lines and mem_hit_range 
parameters of the target transactor model source code in VHDL and 
Verilog HDL.

Figure 7. Target Transactor Model address_lines & mem_hit_range 
Parameters

5. Create a top-level testbench file that instantiates the PCI testbench 
elements and the IP functional simulation model of your PCI 
MegaCore function(s), and connect all the signals. To simplify this 
process, the PCI testbench includes sample top-level files that 
instantiate all of the elements. These files are located in the 
<path>/testbench/<HDL language>/example_modelsim directory 
where <HDL language> is VHDL or Verilog HDL. Modify the 
appropriate top-level sample file by replacing top_local with your 
application design. Figure 8 shows the top-level PCI testbench 
example in VHDL and Verilog HDL.

VHDL (trgt_tranx.vhd)
.

.

CONSTANT address_lines : integer := 1024;  --Must be a power of 2

CONSTANT mem_hit_range : std_logic_vector(31 DOWNTO 0) := x"000003FF"; 

CONSTANT io_hit_range : std_logic_vector(31 DOWNTO 0) := x"0000000F";

.

.

file_open(f, "trgt_tranx_mem_init.dat",read_mode);

.

.

Verilog HDL (trgt_tranx.v)
.

.

parameter address_lines = 1024;

parameter[31:0] mem_hit_range = 32'h000003FF;

parameter[31:0] io_hit_range = 32'h0000000F;

.

.

$readmemh("trgt__tranx_mem_init.dat",temp_bit_array);

.

.

16 Altera Corporation
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Figure 8. Top-Level PCI Testbench Example

6. Compile the test files in your simulator, including the testbench 
modules located in the <path>/testbench/vhdl/source directory, 
your application design, the Altera PCI MegaCore function, and the 
top-level testbench file created in step 5.

7. Simulate the testbench for the desired time period.

Post-Synthesis Design Flow

After you license the Altera PCI MegaCore function(s) you can perform 
post-synthesis simulation. To perform post-synthesis simulation, you 
must first generate the .vo or .vho of your design that includes the PCI 
MegaCore function. After you generate .vo or .vho files for your design, 
follow steps 3 through 8 described in “Pre-Synthesis Design Flow” on 
page 13.

f Refer to the PCI MegaCore Function User Guide and Quartus II software 
Help for a description of the design flow using .vo or .vho files.

VHDL (altera_tb.vhd) Verilog HDL (altera_tb.v)

//********************************************

// Top-Level File of Altera PCI Testbench

//*********************************************

module altera_tb ();

.

.

mstr_tranx u0 (..),

trgt_tranx u1 (..),

monitor u2 (..),

arbiter u3 (..),

pull_up u4 (..),

clk_gen u5 (..),

pci_top u6 (..),

top_local u7 (..), // Replace with your 
          // application design

.

.

endmodule

--*********************************************

-- Top-Level File of Altera PCI Testbench

--*********************************************

entity altera_tb is

end altera_tb;

architecture behavior of altera_tb is

.

.

u0:mstr_tranx (..);

u1:trgt_tranx  (..);

u2:monitor (..);

u3:arbiter  (..);

u4:pull_up  (..);

u5:clk_gen  (..);

u6:pci_top  (..);

u7:top_local  (..); -- Replace with your 
  -- application design

.

.

end behavior;
Altera Corporation 17
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Walkthrough 
for Modelsim-
Altera VHDL 
Simulation 

This walkthrough goes through the steps described in “Pre-Synthesis 
Design Flow” on page 13 using an example VHDL reference design. This 
walkthrough takes you through all of the steps necessary to build an 
environment that simulates the IP functional simulation model of the 
pci_mt64 MegaCore function and Altera-provided reference design 
using the Modelsim®-Altera VHDL simulator. 

To use the walkthrough you should: 

■ Have a PC.
■ Be familiar with the Quartus II software.
■ Be familiar with the Modelsim-Altera software.
■ Have the Quartus II software version 3.0 SP1(or higher) installed in 

the default location (c:\quartus).
■ Have the Altera PCI MegaCore files located in the default directory, 

c:\megacore. If you installed the files to a different directory on your 
system, substitute the appropriate path name.

■ Have Modelsim-Altera 5.7c or higher is installed in the default 
directory (c:\Modeltech_ae)

1 IP functional simulation models can be simulated in any Altera- 
supported simulators, however this walkthrough uses 
Modelsim-Altera 5.7c for simulation.

f To complete this walkthrough, you will need to perform the steps 
provided in the Functional Simulation section of the PCI MegaCore 
Function User Guide.
18 Altera Corporation
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Table 4 describes the files used in this walkthrough; the files are located in 
the <path>/testbench/VHDL/example_modelsim/pci_mt64 directory.

Walkthrough 
for Modelsim-
Altera Verilog 
HDL Simulation

This walkthrough goes through the steps described in “Pre-Synthesis 
Design Flow” on page 13 using an example Verilog HDL design. This 
walkthrough takes you through all of the steps necessary to build an 
environment that simulates the IP functional simulation model of 
pci_mt64 MegaCore function and Altera-provided reference design 
using the Modelsim-Altera Verilog HDL simulator. 

To use the walkthrough you should: 

■ Have a PC.
■ Be familiar with the Quartus II software.
■ Be familiar with the Modelsim-Altera software.
■ Have the Quartus II software version 3.0 SP1(or higher) installed in 

the default location (c:\quartus).
■ Have the Altera PCI MegaCore files located in the default directory, 

c:\megacore. If you installed the files to a different directory on your 
system, substitute the appropriate path name.

Table 4. Files Used in Modelsim-Altera VHDL Walkthrough 

File Description

pci_top.vho This IP functional simulation model implements the pci_mt64 MegaCore function. 
The file was generated with the IP Toolbench and the following settings. 

■ VHDL output file
■ 64-bit master/target MegaCore function (pci_mt64)
■ BAR0 is memory mapped with a 1-MByte address range
■ BAR1 is I/O mapped with a 16-KByte address range
■ BAR2 is memory mapped with a 1-MByte address range
■ All other parameters used the default values

Refer to the PCI MegaCore Function User Guide for instructions on using IP 
Toolbench.

mstr_tranx.vhd This file contains the master transactor code. The INITIALIZATION section has 
the parameters set to simulate the reference design. The USER COMMANDS section 
has the PCI commands that will be executed during simulation.

trgt_tranx.vhd This file contains the target transactor code. The address_lines and 
mem_hit_range settings are set to simulate the reference design.

trgt_tranx_mem_init.dat This file is the memory initialization file for the target transactor.

altera_tb.vhd This top-level file instantiates the testbench module files, the IP functional simulation 
model of the pci_mt64 MegaCore function, and the reference design file. The 
idsel signal of the Altera PCI MegaCore function is connected to address bit 29 
and the idsel signal of the target transactor is connected to address bit 30.
Altera Corporation 19
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■ Have Modelsim-Altera 5.7c or higher is installed in the default 
directory (c:\Modeltech_ae)

1 IP functional simulation models can be simulated in any Altera- 
supported simulator. However, this walkthrough uses 
Modelsim-Altera 5.7c for simulation.

f To complete this walkthrough, you will need to perform the steps 
provided in the Functional Simulation section of the PCI MegaCore 
Function User Guide.

Table 5 describes the files used in this walkthrough; the files are located in 
the <path>/testbench/verilog/example_modelsim/pci_mt64 directory.

Table 5. Files Used in Modelsim-Altera Verilog HDL Simulator Walkthrough 

File Description

pci_top.vo This IP functional simulation model implements the pci_mt64 MegaCore function. 
The file was generated with the IP Toolbench and the following settings. 

■ Verilog HDL output file
■ 64-bit master/target MegaCore function (pci_mt64)
■ BAR0 is memory mapped with a 1-MByte address range
■ BAR1 is I/O mapped with a 16-KByte address range
■ BAR2 is memory mapped with a 1-MByte address range
■ All other parameters used the default values

Refer to the PCI MegaCore Function User Guide for instructions on using IP 
Toolbench.

mstr_tranx.v This file contains the master transactor code. The INITIALIZATION section has the 
parameters set to simulate the reference design. The USER COMMANDS section has 
the PCI commands that will be executed during simulation.

trgt_tranx.v This file contains the target transactor code. The address_lines and 
mem_hit_range settings are set to simulate the reference design.

trgt_tranx_mem_init.dat This file is the memory initialization file for the target transactor.

altera_tb.v This top-level file instantiates the testbench module files, he IP functional simulation 
model of the pci_mt64 MegaCore function, and the reference design file. The idsel 
signal of the Altera PCI MegaCore function is connected to address bit 29 and the 
idsel signal of the target transactor is connected to address bit 30.
20 Altera Corporation
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Specifications
Functional 
Description

This section describes the blocks used by Altera PCI testbench including 
master commands, setting and controlling target termination responses, 
bus parking, and PCI bus speed settings. Refer to Figure 1 on page 9 for a 
block diagram of the PCI testbench. The Altera PCI testbench has the 
following blocks:

■ Master transactor
■ Target transactor
■ Bus monitor
■ Clock generator
■ Arbiter
■ Pull ups
■ Local reference design 

Altera PCI testbench is supplied as VHDL or Verilog HDL source code. If 
your application uses a feature that is not supported by the PCI testbench, 
you can modify the source code to add new features. You can also modify 
the existing behavior to fit your application needs. 

Table 6 shows the PCI bus transactions that can be initiated or responded 
by the Altera PCI testbench.

Table 6. PCI Testbench PCI Bus Transaction Support

Transactions Master Transactor Target Transactor Local Master Local Target

Interrupt acknowledge cycle

I/O read v v v v

I/O write v v v v

Memory read v v v v

Memory write v v v v

Configuration read v v

Configuration write v v

Memory read multiple

Memory write multiple

Dual address cycle

Memory read line

Memory write and invalidate
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Table 7 shows the testbench’s target termination support. The master 
transactor and the local master respond to the target terminations by 
terminating the transaction gracefully and releasing the PCI bus.

Master Transactor

The master transactor simulates the master behavior on the PCI bus. It 
serves as an initiator of PCI transactions for Altera PCI testbench. The 
master transactor has three main sections (see Figure 9). All sections are 
clearly marked in the master transactor source code.

■ PROCEDURES (VHDL) or TASKS (Verilog HDL)
■ INITIALIZATION
■ USER COMMANDS

Table 7. PCI Testbench Target Termination Support

Features Master Transactor Target Transactor Local Master Local Target

Target abort v v

Target retry v v v v

Target disconnect v v v v
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Figure 9. Master Transactor Examples

VHDL (mstr_tranx.vhd) Verilog HDL (mstr_tranx.v)

--**********************************************

-- PROCEDURES

--**********************************************

procedure cfg_wr(..)
.
.

procedure cfg_rd(..)
.
.

procedure mem_wr_64(..)
.
.

--********************************

-- INITIALIZATION

--*********************************

-- System Reset

rstn <= '0';

idle_cycle(10);

rstn <= '1';

idle_cycle(3);

-- Configuration Space Parameters

command_reg <= x"00000147";

bar0 <= x"10000000";

bar1 <= x"fffff3C0";

bar2 <= x"55000000";

targ_tranx_bar0 <= x"20000000";

targ_tranx_bar1 <= x"fffff2C0";

--************************

-- USER COMMANDS

--************************

cfg_wr(x"10000004",command_reg,"0000");

cfg_wr(x"10000010",bar0,"0000");

cfg_wr(x"10000014",bar1,"0000");

cfg_wr(x"10000018",bar2,"0000");

cfg_wr(x"20000010",targ_tranx_bar0,"0000");

cfg_wr(x"20000014",targ_tranx_bar1,"0000");

cfg_rd(x"10000004");
.
.
mem_wr_64(x"10000000",x"0000000200000001",1);
.
.

mem_rd_64(x"10000000",1);
.
.

mem_wr_32(x"10000000",x"00000001",1);
.
.
end behavior;

//**********************************

// TASKS

//**********************************

task cfg_wr;
.
.

task cfg_rd;
.
.

task mem_wr_64;
.
.

//**********************************

// INITIALIZATION

//**********************************

// System  Rreset

rstn <= 1'b0 ;

idle_cycle(10);

rstn <= 1'b1 ;

idle_cycle(3);

// Configuration Space Parameters

command_reg <= 32'h00000147 ;

bar0 <= 32'h10000000 ;

bar1 <= 32'hfffff3C0 ;

bar2 <= 32'h55000000 ;

targ_tranx_bar0 <= 32'h20000000 ;

targ_tranx_bar1 <= 32'hfffff2C0 ;

//************************

// USER COMMANDS

//************************

cfg_wr(32'h10000004, command_reg, 4'b0000);

cfg_wr(32'h10000010, bar0, 4'b0000);

cfg_wr(32'h10000014, bar1, 4'b0000);

cfg_wr(32'h10000018, bar2, 4'b0000);

cfg_wr(32'h20000010, targ_tranx_bar0, 4'b0000);

cfg_wr(32'h20000014, targ_tranx_bar1, 4'b0000);

cfg_rd(32'h10000004);
.
.

mem_wr_64(32'h10000000, 64'h0000000200000001, 1);
.
.

mem_rd_64(32'h10000000,1);
.
.

mem_wr_32(32'h10000000,32'h00000001,1);
.
.
endmodule
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PROCEDURES or TASKS Section

The PROCEDURES (VHDL) or TASKS (Verilog HDL) section defines the 
events that are executed for the user commands supported by the master 
transactor. The events written in the PROCEDURES or TASKS section 
follow the phases of a standard PCI transactions as defined by the PCI 
specification, including:

■ Address phase
■ Turnaround phase (read transactions)
■ Data phases
■ Turnaround phase

The master transactor terminates the PCI transactions in the following 
cases:

■ The PCI transaction has successfully transferred all the intended data.
■ The PCI target terminates the transaction prematurely with a target 

retry, disconnect, or abort as defined in the PCI Local Bus 
Specification, Revision 2.2.

■ A target does not claim the transaction resulting in a master abort. 

The bus monitor informs the master transactor of a successful data 
transaction or a target termination. Refer to the source code, which shows 
how the master transactor uses these termination signals from the bus 
monitor.

The PCI testbench master transactor PROCEDURES or TASKS events 
implement basic PCI transaction functionality. If your application 
requires different functionality, modify the events to change the behavior 
of the master transactor. Additionally, you can create new procedures or 
tasks in the master transactor using the existing events as an example.

INITIALIZATION Section

This user-defined section defines the parameters and reset length of your 
PCI bus on power-up. Specifically, the system should reset the bus and 
write the configuration space of the PCI agents. You can modify the 
master transactor INITIALIZATION section to match your system 
requirements by changing the time the system reset is asserted and 
modifying the data written in the configuration space of the PCI agents. 
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USER COMMANDS Section

The master transactor USER COMMANDS section contains the commands 
that initiate the PCI transactions you want to run for your tests. The list of 
events that are executed by these commands is defined in the 
PROCEDURES or TASKS section. Customize the USER COMMANDS section to 
execute the sequence of commands as needed to test your design. 

Table 8 shows the commands the master transactor supports.

cfg_rd

The cfg_rd command performs single-cycle PCI configuration read 
transactions with the address provided in the command argument.

Table 8. Supported Master Transactor Commands

Command Name Action

cfg_rd Performs a configuration read

cfg_wr Performs a configuration write

mem_wr_32 Performs a 32-bit memory write

mem_rd_32 Performs a 32-bit memory read

mem_wr_64 Performs a 64-bit memory write

mem_rd_64 Performs a 64-bit memory read

io_rd Performs an I/O read

io_wr Performs an I/O write

Syntax: cfg_rd(address)

Arguments: address Transaction address. The address must be 
in hexadecimal radix.
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cfg_wr

The cfg_wr command performs single-cycle PCI configuration write 
transactions with the address, data, and byte enable provided in the 
command arguments.

mem_wr_32

The mem_wr_32 command performs a memory write with the address 
and data provided in the command arguments. This command can 
perform a single-cycle or burst 32-bit memory write depending on the 
number of DWORDs provided in the command argument. 

■ The mem_wr_32 command performs a single-cycle 32-bit memory 
write if the DWORD value is 1. 

■ The mem_wr_32 command performs a burst-cycle 32-bit memory 
write if the DWORD value is greater than 1. In a burst transaction, the 
first data phase uses the data value provided in the command. The 
subsequent data phases use values incremented sequentially by 1 
from the data provided in the command argument. 

Syntax: cfg_wr(address, data, byte_enable)

Arguments: address Transaction address. The address must be 
in hexadecimal radix.

data Transaction data. The data must be in 
hexadecimal radix.

byte_enable Transaction byte enable. The byte enable 
value must be in hexadecimal radix.

Syntax: mem_wr_32(address, data, dword)

Arguments: address Transaction address. This value must be in 
hexadecimal radix.

data Data used for the first data phase. 
Subsequent data phases use a value 
incremented sequentially by 1. This value 
must be in hexadecimal radix.

dword The number of DWORDs written during 
the transaction. A value of 1 indicates a 
single-cycle memory write transaction. A 
value greater than 1 indicates a burst 
transaction. This value must be an integer.
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mem_rd_32

The mem_rd_32 command performs a memory read with the address 
provided in the command argument. This command can perform single-
cycle or burst 32-bit memory read depending on the value of the dword 
argument. 

■ If the dword value is 1, the command performs a single-cycle 
transaction.

■ If the dword value is greater than 1, the command performs a burst 
transaction. 

Syntax: mem_rd_32(address, dword)

Arguments: address Transaction address. This value must be in 
hexadecimal radix.

dword The number DWORDS read during the 
transaction. A value of 1 indicates a single-
cycle memory read transaction. A value 
greater than 1 indicates a burst 
transaction. This value must be an integer.
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mem_wr_64

The mem_wr_64 command performs a memory write of the data to the 
address provided in the command. This command can perform single-
cycle or burst 64-bit memory write depending on the value of the qword 
argument. 

■ This command performs a single-cycle 64-bit memory write if the 
qword value is 1. 

■ This command performs a burst-cycle 64-bit memory write if the 
qword value is greater than 1. In a burst transaction, the first data 
phase uses the data value provided in the command. The 
subsequent data phases use values incremented sequentially by 1 
from the data provided in the command argument. 

Syntax: mem_wr_64(address, data, qword)

Arguments: address Transaction address. This value must be in 
hexadecimal radix.

data Data used for first data phase. Subsequent 
data phases use a value sequentially 
incremented by 1 from this data. This 
value must be in hexadecimal radix.

qword The number QWORDs written in a 
transaction. A value of 1 indicates a single-
cycle memory write transaction. A value 
greater than 1 indicates a burst 
transaction. This value must be an integer.
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mem_rd_64

The mem_rd_64 command performs memory read transactions with the 
address provided in the command argument. This command can perform 
single-cycle or burst 64-bit memory read depending on the value of the 
qword argument. 

■ If the value qword value is 1 the command performs a single-cycle 
transaction. 

■ If the value qword value is greater than 1 the command performs a 
burst transaction. 

io_wr

The io_wr command performs a single-cycle memory write transaction 
with the address and data provided in the command arguments. 

io_rd

The io_rd command performs single-cycle I/O read transactions with 
the address provided in the command argument. 

Syntax: mem_rd_32(address, qword)

Arguments: address Transaction address. This value must be in 
hexadecimal radix.

qword The number QWORDs read in the 
transaction. A 1 indicates a single-cycle 
memory read transaction. A value greater 
than 1 indicates a burst transaction. This 
value must be an integer.

Syntax: io_wr(address, data)

Arguments: address Transaction address. This value must be in 
hexadecimal radix.

data Data written during the transaction. This 
value must be in hexadecimal radix.

Syntax: io_rd(address)

Arguments: address Transaction address. This value must be in 
hexadecimal radix.
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Target Transactor

The target transactor simulates the behavior of a target agent on the PCI 
bus. The master transactions from the Altera PCI MegaCore function 
under test should be addressed to the target transactor. The target 
transactor operates in 32- or 64-bit mode. The target transactor 
implements only the necessary portion of the standard PCI configuration 
space, i.e., BAR0 and BAR1. See Table 9. 

The base address registers define the target transactor address space. See 
Table 10.

The memory range reserved by BAR0 is defined by the address_lines 
and mem_hit_range settings in the target transactor source code. 

The target transactor has a 32-bit register that stores data for I/O 
transactions. This register is mapped to BAR1 of the configuration address 
space. Because this is the only register that is mapped to BAR1, any 
address that is within the BAR1 range results in an io_hit action. Refer 
to the target transactor source code to see how the address is decoded for 
io_hit.

1 The target transactor ignores byte enables for all memory, I/O, 
and configuration transactions.

As with all PCI agents, the target transactor idsel signal should be 
connected to one of the PCI address bits in the top-level file of the PCI 
testbench for configuration transactions to occur on BAR0 and BAR1. 

Table 9. Target Transactor Configuration Address Space

Configuration Register Configuration Address Offset
BAR0 x10
BAR1 x14

Table 10. Target Transactor Address Space Allocation

Configuration Register Address Space Type Block Size Address Offset

BAR0 Memory Mapped 1 KBytes 000-3FF

BAR1 I/O Mapped 16 Bytes 0-F
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To model different target terminations, the target transactor has the 
following three input signals:

■ trgt_tranx_retry—The target transactor retries the memory 
transaction if trgt_tranx_retry is set to 1.

■ trgt_tranx_discA—The target transactor terminates the memory 
transaction with data if trgt_tranx_discA is set to 1.

■ trgt_tranx_discB—The target transactor terminates the memory 
transaction with a disconnect without data if trgt_tranx_discB is 
set to 1.

Figure 10 shows the USER COMMANDS section of the master transactor that 
shows an example of how to use the target termination signals for the 
target transactor.

Figure 10. USER COMMANDS Section

The target transactor has two main sections:

■ FILE IO
■ PROCEDURES (VHDL) or TASKS (Verilog HDL)

Figure 11 shows the FILE IO and PROCEDURES/TASKS sections of the 
target transactor.

.

.

trgt_tranx_retry <= '1';

mem_wr_64(x"20000000",x"0000000200000001",5);

trgt_tranx_retry <= '0';

.

.

trgt_tranx_disca <= '1';

mem_rd_64(x"20000000",1);

trgt_tranx_disca <= '0';

.

.

trgt_tranx_discb <= '1';

mem_rd_64(x"20000000",5);

trgt_tranx_discb <= '0';

.

.

.

.

trgt_tranx_retry <= '1';

mem_wr_64(32'h20000000,64'h0000000200000001,5);

trgt_tranx_retry <= '0';

.

.

trgt_tranx_disca <= '1';

mem_rd_64(32'h20000000,1);

trgt_tranx_disca <= '0';

.

.

trgt_tranx_discb <= '1';

mem_rd_64(32'h20000000,5);

trgt_tranx_discb <= '0';

.

.

VHDL (mstr_tranx.vhd) Verilog HDL (mstr_tranx.v)
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Figure 11. Target Transactor

FILE IO

Upon reset, this section initializes the target transactor memory array with 
the contents of the trgt_tranx_mem_init.dat file, which must be in the 
project’s working directory. Each line in the trgt_tranx_mem_init.dat file 
corresponds to a memory location and the first line corresponds to offset 
"000". The number of lines defined by the address_lines parameter 
in the target transactor source code should be equal to number of lines in 
the trgt_tranx_mem_init.dat file. If the number of lines in 
trgt_tranx_mem_init.dat file is less than the number of lines defined by 
the address_lines parameter, the remaining lines in the memory array 
are initialized to 0. 

VHDL (trgt_tranx.vhd) Verilog HDL (trgt_tranx.v)

--*************************************************

-- FILE IO

--*************************************************

.

.

file_open(f, "trgt_tranx_mem_init.dat",read_mode);

.

.

process(..)

begin

.

.

--*************************************************

-- PROCEDURES

--*************************************************

.

.

procedure mem_wr is

.

.

procedure mem_rd is

.

.

begin

if (framen = '0' and cben (3 downto 0) = "0111" and

mem_hit = '1') then

mem_wr;

.

.

end

//*****************************************************

// FILE IO

//*****************************************************

.

.

$readmemh("trgt_tranx_mem_init.dat",temp_bit_array);

.

.

always

begin:main

.

.

if (!framen & cben[3:0] == 4'b0111 & mem_hit)

begin

mem_wr;

.

.

end

//*****************************************************

// TASKS

//*****************************************************

.

.

task mem_wr;

.

task mem_rd;

.

.

end task
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PROCEDURES or TASKS

The PROCEDURES section (VHDL) or the TASKS section (Verilog HDL) 
define the events to be executed for the decoded PCI transaction. These 
sections are fully documented in the source code. You can modify the 
procedures or tasks to introduce different variations in the PCI 
transactions as required by your application. You can also create new 
procedures or tasks that are not currently implemented in the target 
transactor by using the existing procedures or tasks as an example.

Bus Monitor

The bus monitor displays PCI transactions and information messages to 
the simulator’s console window and in the log.txt file when an event 
occurs on the PCI bus. The bus monitor also sends the PCI transaction 
status to the master transactor. The bus monitor reports the following 
messages:

■ Target retry
■ Target abort
■ Target terminated with disconnect-A (target terminated with data)
■ Target terminated with disconnect-B (target terminated without 

data)
■ Master abort
■ Target not responding

The bus monitor reports the target termination messages depending on 
the state of the trdyn, devseln, and stopn signals during a transaction. 
The bus monitor reports a master abort if devseln is not asserted within 
four clock cycles from the start of a PCI transaction. It reports that the 
target is not responding if trdyn is not asserted within 16 clock cycles 
from the start of the PCI transaction. You can modify the bus monitor to 
include additional PCI protocol checks as needed by your application.

Clock Generator (clk_gen)

The clock generator, or clk_gen, module generates the PCI clock for the 
Altera PCI testbench. This module generates a 66-Mhz clock if the 
pciclk_66Mhz_enable parameter is set to true in the PCI testbench 
top-level file, otherwise, it generates a 33-Mhz clock. The default value of 
pciclk_66Mhz_enable is true.
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Arbiter

This module simulates the PCI bus arbiter. The module is a two-port 
arbiter in which the device connected to port 0 of the arbiter has a higher 
priority than the device connected to port 1. For example, if device 0 
requests the PCI bus while device 1 is performing a PCI transaction, the 
arbiter removes the grant from device 1 and gives it to device 0. This 
module allows you to simulate bus parking on devices connected to port 0 
by setting the Park parameter to true. You can change the value of this 
parameter in the Altera PCI testbench top-level file.

Pull Up

This module pulls up the ad, cben, framen, irdyn, trdyn, stopn, 
devseln, perrn, and serrn signals of the PCI bus to weak high. This 
action is necessary to ensure that these signals are never floating or 
unknown during your simulation.

Local Reference Design

The reference design is behavioral code that you can use to evaluate Altera 
PCI MegaCore functions. This design performs memory read and write 
transactions with an LPM_RAM library of parameterized modules (LPM) 
function instantiated in the back end. It also performs I/O read and write 
transactions with an I/O register that is instantiated locally in the local 
master and target blocks. You can replace the reference design with your 
application design to verify PCI transactions with other PCI agents.

Figure 12 shows the block diagram of the local reference design.
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Figure 12. Local Reference Design
Blue blocks are provided with the PCI testbench.

Table 11 shows the memory map of the Altera PCI MegaCore function 
required to use the local reference design.

The reference design has the following elements:

■ Local target
■ DMA engine
■ Local master
■ lm_lastn generator
■ Prefetch
■ LPM RAM

Local
Target

Prefetch

LPM RAM

Altera PCI
MegaCore
Function

Testbench
Modules

Local Reference Design

PCI Bus

dma_sa

dma_bc_la

DMA Enginelm_lastn

Local
Master

Table 11. Memory Map

Memory 
Region

Mapping Block size Address
Offset

Description

BAR0 Memory Mapped 1 KBytes 000-3FF Maps the LPM_RAM function.

BAR1 I/O Mapped 16 Bytes 0-F Maps the I/O register.

BAR2 Memory Mapped 1 KByte 000-3FF Maps the trg_termination register and DMA 
engine registers. Only the lower 24 Bytes of the 
address space are used.
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Local Target

The local target consists of a simple state machine that performs 32- or 
64-bit memory read/write transactions with the LPM memory and 32-bit 
single-cycle I/O read/write transactions with an I/O register defined in 
the local target. The local target uses prefetch logic for burst read 
transactions and ignores byte enables for all memory and I/O 
transactions. Table 12 shows the BAR2 register mapping.

Depending on the value of the target termination register, the local target 
performs the terminations in Table 13.

DMA Engine

The DMA engine has two 32-bit registers, which are mapped to BAR2 in 
the PCI MegaCore function. To initiate a master transaction from a PCI 
MegaCore function, you should use the master transactor to perform 
memory writes to these locations with the appropriate values. Table 12 
describes the mapping of DMA registers on BAR2.

The dma_sa register defines the system address used for the PCI 
transaction. This address is driven during the address phase of the PCI 
transaction. Normally, the address written here is the base address 
register value of the PCI testbench target transactor.

Table 12. BAR2 Register Mapping

Address 
Space

Range 
Reserved

Mnemonic Register Name

BAR2 00h-03h targ_termination_reg Target termination register.

BAR2 04h-07h dma_sa[31:0] DMA system address register

BAR2 08h-0Bh dma_bc_la[31:0] DMA byte count and local address register

Table 13. Target Terminations

targ_termination_reg Setting Target Termination

xxxxxxx0 Normal Termination

xxxxxxx1 Target Retry

xxxxxxx2 Disconnect
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The dma_bc_la register location includes 3 fields: 

■ Local address—The local address field defines the starting address at 
which the transaction begins reading or writing data during a PCI 
transaction.

■ Byte count—The byte count field defines the number of DWORDs 
transferred during a PCI transaction. The byte count field is only used 
for memory transactions. For I/O transactions this value is ignored; 
because I/O transactions are always 1 DWORD long, the data is 
transferred to the 32-bit I/O register.

■ Transaction control—The transaction control field defines the type of 
transaction to be initiated. 

Figure 13 shows the resolution of the dma_bc_la fields.

Figure 13. dma_bc_la Fields

Table 14 shows definition of the transaction control field. Although 8 bits 
are reserved for the transaction control field, only 4 bits are used

To initiate PCI transactions with Altera PCI MegaCore as a master, you 
must perform a 32-bit single-cycle write transaction to the dma_sa 
register followed by a 32-bit single-cycle write transaction to the 
dma_bc_la register. The write to the dma_bc_la register triggers the 
master control unit, which requests a master transaction and executes it as 
indicated in the transaction control part of the dma_bc_la register.

Reserved

31...........28  27...........16  15............8  7...............0

Transaction
Control

Byte Count Local
Address

Bit

Table 14. Transaction Control Field

Transaction Control (Binary) Initiated Transaction Type

0000 32-Bit Memory Read

0010 64-Bit Memory Read

0100 32-Bit I/O Read

0110 32-Bit I/O Write

1000 32-Bit Memory Write

1010 64-Bit Memory Write
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Local Master

The DMA engine triggers the local master. The local master can perform 
32- and 64-bit memory read/write transactions with the LPM RAM block 
and 32-bit single-cycle I/O read/write transactions with an I/O register 
defined in the local master. The local master uses prefetch logic for burst 
memory write transactions and uses the last_gen block to generate the 
lm_lastn signal for the pci_mt64 or pci_mt32 MegaCore function. 
The local master ignores byte enables for all memory and I/O 
transactions.

f Refer to the master transactor source code for examples of PCI 
transactions using the Altera PCI MegaCore function as a master.

lm_lastn Generator

This module generates the lm_lastn signal for the local master when the 
reference design is in master mode. The lm_lastn signal is a local-side 
master interface control signal that is used to request the end of the 
current transaction. 

f Refer to the PCI MegaCore Function User Guide for more information on 
lm_lastn signal.

Prefetch 

This module is used to prefetch the data from the LPM RAM block during 
burst target read transactions and burst master write transactions.

LPM RAM 

This module is used to instantiate 1 KBytes of RAM for the reference 
design. LPM RAM is accessible by both local target and local master. The 
Local target and local master ignore byte enables for all memory 
transactions.
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